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Abstract:

This paper focuses the researches en an etrtrophication model after drainage of wastewater and

drawing water from the Qiantang River to West Lake. The model describes the circulation ofnuEtritive

matters (such as phosphorus, nitrogen, and carbon) in the ecosystem of the Lake. The model was

estahlished according to observed values of water qt}ality and relevant parameters in 1995. The

results of model calibration and verification show that the model can reasombly respond to the

changes of fbrcing functions fbr drawing qumtity and temperature of water. The medel has been used

to forecast the water quality in difflrrent Clrawing qumtities. "the predictions given by the model are

also believed to be usefu1 to comprehensively imess the West Lake.

Key words: Eutrophication model, Drawing water, West Lake.

Kntroduction

Lake eutrophication is a very complicated process. According to research results, there are many

factors which interfere with lake eutrophication, such as pkosphorus, nitrogen, carbon and so on.

Eutrophication is a phenomenon vthereby pimaiy productivity is unusually enlarged. 'Ihe nutritive

matter, which dominates the primary pfoductivity, is an important index of eutrophication and aiso is

a primary control factor'. In order to provide data matetial fbr hamessing the West Lake

comprehemsively, the model attempts to forecast the change ofwater quality and studies the benefit of

drawing water by describing the dynamic change in phosphorus circulation after drawing water.

General descriptien ef'West Lake

West Lake is located in the west of downtown Haiigchou, which is simated in southeast China. It's a

reiatively small shallow 1ake, with a water area of 5.66 kn2 and an average depth of l.56m.

                                                      73According to available data, the average diversion is airout 1.96 x 10 rn lyr after drainage of

                                        63wastewater, excluding the evaporation loss of4.17 x 1O rn 1yt. Befbre drawing water, the amount of

sluicing is l.54 x le' m31yr. After the establishment of a drawing water preject in l986, the average

                             7 73                              ,while the amount of drawing water was 1.55x 10 m inamount of drawing water was 1.3 x IO

1995.
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Strecture of ]wwodel

'IIhe medel fbcuses on the West Lake's ecosystem, taking into account phosphoms. nitrogert, caibon

circulation and budget. Seven rooms incleding four trophic levels tphytoplankton, zooplankton.

berithon and fiSh) and ti}ree nutritive sait pools (vvater body, det itus and sedment) were set-up. Each

nutritive sak had a relatively indeperiderrt circulation, fomimg an eutrophical cycling model ofWest

Lake (see Figiure 1). Tliis model consisted of state variables, forcing imctioms. state equations, rate

equations and parameters.

Twenty state variabies are used. These were phytoplankton biomass (PHYT), phosphoms in

phytoplankten (PC), nitregen in phyteplankton (NC), carbon in phytoplankton (CC), zoopla!3kton

biomass (ZOO), psoponion of nitrogen in zooplankton (FNZ), proponion of phosphorus, in

zooplankten (FPZ), benthon bioinass (BBIO), prqpordon of nitrogeri in bemhon (FNB), proportion of

phosphoms in benthon (}Fl?B), fish biornass (FISH), propordon of nitrogen in fish (FNF), propertion

of phosphorus in fish (FPM, soluble nitrogen (NS). soluble phosphorus (PS), nitrogen in denitus

(ND), phosphortts in denitus (PD), phosphorus in interstitiai water (PI), excimgeabie phosphorus in

sediment (PE) and nitrogen in sediment CNSED).
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Figure 1. The nntrition matter circuIaden model ofthe ecosystem ofthe "We$t Lal{e
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Circuiation dynarnics model in West Lake ecosystem

State equations are equations, which describe physical, chemical ar}d biologicai courses in

phosphon]s circulation. 'I hey coRsist ef definite differefttial equations, which are set up according to

the law of conservation ofmatter. Each equation describes the relatioRship between one state variable

and other state variables, fbrcing functions or parameters. The equation groups are described as

foilows:

 l. dPC!dtsUIP*PHYT-(SA+GZ!Yl+(Ql÷Q2)fV)*PC

 2.dPDIdt=Ll*GZ*PC+MZ*PZOO+L2*PRED*PFISH-(KDP+SD+(Ql+Q2)IV)*PD-+-(M]B-

   MYB)*PB
 3.dPSfdt=KDP*PD--RZ*PZOorPR.ED*PFISH--UP*PHYT+QDIFF+QPSfiSII-

   (Ql÷Q2)!V*PS+AB*QDSORP
 4. dPE/dt rF*SA*PC-QSED+SD*PD-(AEIAI)*KE*PE

 5. dPYdtF-(AEIAI)*KE*PE-QDIFFIAE

 6. dFPBIdt= MYB*(FPD-FPB)

 7, dFPFfdt-PREDIY2*(FPZ-FPF)

 8. dFPZ/dt==MYZ*(FPA-FPZ)

 9. dNCfdt==UN*PHYT-(SA+GZIYI+(Ql+Q2)IV)*NC

lO. dNDIdt :L1*GZ*NC+MZ*NZOO-(KDN+SD+(Ql-K)2)fV)*ND+<MB-MYB)*NB

1 l . dNSIdt==KDN*ND-FRZ*NZOe+PRED*NFISH+NREL!AE+RB*NB-UN*PHYT

12. dNSEDIdt==SA*NC+SD*ND-NREL/AE

l 3. dFNB!dt = MYB*(FND-]7NB)

14. dFNFIdttaPREDfY2*(FNZ-FNF)

 1 5. dFNZfDTtr=MYZ*(I?NA-FNZ)

 16. dCCfdt==(UC-RC)*PHYT-(SA+GZ!YI-Y(Q1+Q2)IV)*CC

 i7. dPHYTIdt=(CDR-SA-(]ZIYI-(Ql+Q2)!V)*PHYT

 18. dZOOIdt :(MYZ-RZ-MZ-(Ql+Q2)/V)*ZOO--PRED*FISH!Y2

 19. dFISHfdt -(PRED-RF)*FISH

 20. dBBIOIdF-(MYB-RB-MB)*BBIe

V, Ql, Q2 in the equation groups represent the lakes volume, amount of sluicing without drawing

water and the amount of drawing water, respectively. LIP and LPG stand fbr the loads of

orthophosphate and phosphorus in detritus in one unit volume without drawing water, respectively.

DPI and clPD stand for the lea(ls of orthophosphate and phosphoms in derdtus in one unit voiwme

with drawing water, respectively.

Rate equations give a qumtitative description of the birth, growh deatli and decomposition

processes of aquatic organisms in a iake ecosystem. The current model uses 35 rate equations which

are shown below.
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UP=={JPrnax*(mpArnax-FPA)l(FPAmax-F[PAmin)"PSI(PS+KP)

SA==SVSfD*FT2**O.5

GZ=:MYZmax*FPH*FTl"ZOOIIPHYT

FPH==max(O,(PHYT-O.5)1(PHYT+KA))

PZOO= FPZ*ZOO

PRED "PREDmax*FT1 *FZ

PFISH= :FPF*FISH

KDP=KDPIO*FT3

SD==SVDID*Fr2**O,5

MYB==MYBmax*]FT12

PB :FPB*BBIO

RZ=:RZmax"FTI

QDIFF==FT4*(1.21*(PI-PS)-1.70)1(lOOO*D)

AB=:DB!D*DMU

QDSORP-(O.60*LOG(PS)-2.27)f(1OOO*DB)

QSED :min(SA*PC,5.06*E--3)

AE = LUL*DMUID

AI=:LUL*(1-DMU)fD

KE= KE20*FT3

MYZ==MYZmax*FPH*I"rl

UN :UNmax"(FNAmax-FNA)1(INAmax-FNAmin)"NS/(NS+KN)

NZOO==FNZ*ZOO

KDN-=KDINIO*ET3

NFISH=:FNF*FISH

NREL=:FT5*(KREL*NSED+O.08)1(1000*D)

RB=RBmax"FTl2

NB =FNB*BBIO

FNA- NCfPHYT

UC=UCmax"(FCAmax-FCA)/(FCAmax-FCAmin)"Cl(KC+C)*FRAD

RC "RCmax*CCfCCmax*FTI

FRAD-LOG((RAD+KL)/(RAD*EXP(-･OMEGA)+KL))fOMEGA

OMEGA==(ALPHA+BETA*PHYT)*D

CDR=-CDRmax*rr1"(l-CCminlCC)*(l-NCminfNC)"(1-PCminIPC)

RF =RFmax*FT1O

Fz -max(o,(zoo-Ks)/(zeo+Kz)
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Circuiation dynamics model in West Lake ecosystem

Forcing ftmctions indicate the infiuence efrate variabies or hrmntal variables by each parameter

  FTIijEXP(-2.3*A[BS(T-16.5)ll5)

  FT2- TffEAT**(T-･20)

  Fr3ny}IEAT**(T-le)

  FT4-(TLf-273)280

  FT5- EXP(O. 1 5 1 *T)

  FI'6-EXP(O.203*T)

  Fl'10=EXP(-･2.3*A[BS(T-25)/l5)

  FT12 :EXP(-2.3*ABS(T-･22.5)/15)

  Model parameters

  The model used 5l parameters, some of which were chtained e"rpeciinentally while were obtained

experimentaliy whlie others yvere taken from the literature. These pameters are shown in Table.

Table 1. Model parameters

Symbol Definltlon Vnit Values Values based

upen

ALPHA

BETA

c

CCmin

CCmax

CDRmax

D

DB

DENIT

DMU
FCArnin

FCAmax

FNAmln

FNAmax

FPAmin

FPArnax

wa

KB

KC

KDNIO

Ternperature ¢eevacient fZc"' degradation ef detritus

Extinction coeracient of water

Specwto extinction coesueient ef phytoplankton

Temperature coevacient for decotnposition of PE

Concentration of lnorganic carbon

Minimum carbon conterrk in phytoplankton

Maximum carbon centent ln phyteplankten

Maximum grewth rate of phytoplankton

Depth of the West lake

Depth of biological active layer

DenitrMcatien rate

Dry matter in sediment

Minimum quantfty ef C in phytoplankten biomass

Maxlmum quaptky ef C in phytoplankton blomas$

Minlmum quantky of N in phytoplankton bioma$s

Maximum quantity of N in phyteplankton bioma$s

Minimum quantfty of P in phytoplankton biemas$

Maximum quantky of P in phytoplankton biomass

Michael}s eenstant for zeoplankton grazing phytoplankto

Miehaelis constant for berrthen feeding

Michaelis coostant for carbon uptake

Decol}}positlon rate of detritu$ n}trogen at lOV

d

/M

MVG

ID

GIM3

GIM3

G/M3

/D

M

M

ID

d

%

%

%

%

%

%

G/M3

G/M3

G/M3

/D

1.072

l.170

o.lgo

1.030

100

O.Ol

O.59

1.5

1.56

O.O02

O.03

O.1

1.5

9.4

IS

os

O.2

1 .4

O.475

O.076

O,5

e.oos

Censtant

Celibratien

Calibration

Constant

Caiibration

Calibration

Calibration

CeEbration

Measurement

Measlirement

Calibration

Measurement

Celibration

Callbration

Calibration

Celibration

Calibration

Calibratlon

CalibTation

Calibration

CalibradoR

Celibratien
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KDPIO

KE20

KL

KN

KP

KREL

KS

KZ

LUL

MB

MYBmax

MYFmax

MYF

MYZmax

MZ

NCmin

PCmin

PREDmax

RBmax

RCrnax

RZrnax

SVD

svs

UCmax

UNmax

Upamax

v

Yl

Y2

Decomposition rate of detritus pho$phoru$ at lOM

Decomposition rate of PE at 20:

Michaelis eon$tent for ligl'it

Michaelis oonstant for nitrogen uptake

Michaelis constant for phosphorus uptake

Rete con$tant for release of nitrogen

Thre$hold zeeplankton biomass

Michaeli$ constent for fish feeding ou zooplankten

Unstable $ediment layer

Mortaltay of benthon

Meximum growth rate of benthcm

Maximum grovvth rate of fi$h

Growth raice of fish

Maximum growth rate of zeoplankton

Mortality of zooplanktDn

Minimum nitrogen centent in phytoplankton

Miniraum phosphoru$ centent in phytoplankton

Maximum feedlng rate of fish on zooptankton

Maximum re$piration rate of benthon

Maximum respiratien rete of' phytopiankton

Maximum re$piration rate of zooplankton

Setting rate of detykus

Setting rate of algae

maximum rate of carbon upteke by algae

raaximum rate ef nitrogen uptake by algae

rnaximum rate of phosphoru$ uptake by algae

Volume of the West Lake

Yield of feeding phytoplankton

Yleld of feeding ioeplankton

ID

D
G/M3

G/M3

G/M3

/D

G/M3

G/M3

M

/D

/D

/D

/D

/D

fD

GIM3

G/M3

/D

ID

/D

/D

M/D

M/D

ID

ID

/D

M3

ID

!D

O.O05

e.oe2

400

O.023

O.023

O.O04

e.o13

o.3se

o.l eo

O.O15

e.olg

0200

o.otte

O.165

O.OtK)

o.oe3s

o.oeo6

o.e43

O.O02

O.086

9.071

o.oel

O.1 90

O.700

O.O1O

O.O02

g.o* ie6

O.219

O.241

Calibration

Calibration

Calibration

Calibration

Calibration

Calibration

Measurement

Calibration

Measurement

Measurement

Mea$urement

Calibration

Measurement

Measurement

Mea$urement

Measurement

Measurement

Calibration

Measurement

Calibration

Measurement

Calibration

Calibration

CaEbration

Calibration

Calibration

Measurement

Measurement

Measureraent

gmp#emengaglgk amad ¢kggblwagign ef tke gEEodeS

    The inodel was used with Runge-Ketta Rumetical integration and the operation was executed

using FORTRAN language by a II)ell 486 microcemputer. A step length of24 hours was adopted, in

accorclanpe with the ecological modei,

     [he rriodel was calibrated on a monthly basis accordingto cSbserved values ofwest Lake in 1995.

Data obtained in I)ecember l994 was adQpted as the initial vaiues (Tal)le 2). In this table, phosphorus,

nitrogen and carbon in phytoplankton was obtained from the {3ry weight of phytqp!ankton biomass.

The dry weight of the phytoplankton biomass was 6btained from 6bserved values of chloroPhyll a,

assuming that e.05mg carbon == 1g ehlorophyil a.
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  Circuiation dynamics model in West Lake ecosystem

Table 2. Initial values efthe state variables in the medel (gtm3 )

order state variable inltlal value

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

pc
PD
ps
PE
PI

FPB
FPF
FPZ
NC
ND

e.0225

O.e779

e.ooso

O.5750

OD705
O.O050

O.0277

O.0223

e.1324

l.1418

order state variable iRitial value

"
12

13

l4

15

16

17

18

19

20

 NS
NSED
FNB
FNF
FNZ
 cc
PRYI'

zoo
"SH
BBIO

O.65e8

OD861

O.0852

O.I060

O.0823

09ooO
2.25eO

O.359e

1 .6670

24.eeg

   'the model conducted sensitivity analyses and observed the relevar}t reactions of state variables

to cakbrate the model parameters through changing parameters.

   Simulated Emd observed values of each index are listed in Figure 2. in thls figure, transparency

was obtained from the statistically proven relationship between transparency and total phosphorus

content of the West Lake, ln(SD) == 8.777 -1.025*ln<TP). Figure 2 shows that the rnodel correctly

describes the dynamic course Changes of phosphorus circulation in the ecosystem after drawing water.

Though simulated values and observed values do not completely coincide in some indexes, the

variadon trends are almost identical. [lhis can be shown by three indexes; the calibradon errors of

state variahles in the calibration period (Y), calibration errors of average state variables (R) and the

calibration errors ofthe 1argest state variahle (A). Their formulas are given below.

       y' (%)= {[(y, -y. )2 ]IZ2 in! y. } xloo

R(%)== {(Y,-Y.)1Y.} xleO

     A (%) " {(Yc,max '" YR,max )l Ym,mx } x100

Yc, Yc and Yc,max are the simulated values of the calibration perioa the ayerage simulated values

ar}d the 1argest siTnulated value, respectively. Ym, Ym and Ym,max are the observed values of the

caiibration period, the Erverage observed value and the largest observed value, respectively.
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Circulation dynamics model in West Lake ecosystem
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Figure 2. Comparison between observed ( -) and simulated{･･---------) monthly values ef state variables

         in the VVest Lake, during l995.

rl hese thiree indexes were calculated fbr each of state variables, and are shown in Table 3. From these

tables, we can see that the results are closely matched and that the model is a valwable fbrecasting

tool.

The beneficial evaluatien efartificial measurements

In order to study the developing trend of eutrophication after drawing water, we evaluated the benefit

of the drawing project with the model. Il]he calculated result shows that drawing water reduced the

content ofchlorophyll a in the water body, but the benefit was not very good. For 1.55 x 107 or 3.1O x

l 07 tonslyr of drawing water, the average content of chlorophyll--a was reduced by 1 .5 or 2. 1 tt gtl, (or

2.4% and 2.7%), respectively. The chlorophyll-a content is most obviously reduced in July, the

content of which was reduced by 3.2 and 4.l llgZl, respectively. According to these results, water-

drawing plays no significant role in the reduction of chlorophyll a content ofWest Lake, suggesting a

direct relationship to the high concentration ofnitrogen and ortliophosphate in Qiantang River.

    The result of caicuSations also showecl that drawing water can impreve the transparency of

the West lake. Drawing 1.55 x l07 or 3.IO x 107 tonslyr from Qiantang River, couldpotentially raise

        Table 3. Three main caiibration indexes ef state variables (%)
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order state Y R A erder state Y R A
variabl variable

e

1 pc 6.7 -3.7 -23.9 ll NS 8.4 8.6 -20.7

2 PD 4.5 -2.l -- 14.1 l2 NSED 1.1 O.5 -3.4

3 ps 5.1 -5,3 --23.5 13 FNB O.7 O.3 O.1

4 PE 5.2 O.1 -9.7 14 FNF O.8 O.2 1.3

5 PI 1O.3 -2.0 -31.3 15 FNZ 2.2 O.5 1.2

6 FPB 3.6 -4.9 -12.5 i6 cc 6.5 -6.5 27.8

7 FPF O.5 -O.3 32 w PHYr 6.0 -6.6 -25.l

8 FPZ 4.6 4.8 15.9 l8 zoo 20.0 5.9 -26.1

9 NC 7.1 -6.4 -23.5 I9 KSN 1.8 -1.4 -6.7

10 ND 5.7 2.8 -18.3 20 BBIO 5.5 3.3 -14.2

the yearly average transparency by 3.1 or 4.3 cm (er 5.8 or 8.4%), respectively, with the transparency

being highest in March te June (7.9, 9.6, 5.3 and 7.1 cm, respectively).

From the above analysis, we can see that drawing water has some benefit in improving the water

quality, but the degree of improvemen£ is Bot high. Even if the arno}jmt ef dravving water is inereased

to a small degree of a result of the quality in Qiaiitang River (it is impossible to increase the actual

drawing water), it is still difficult to improve the water quality massively. The analysis of the raodel

suggests tl}at the main reason for eutrophication may be related to nutritive salts in se(iments in the

nunitive poo1. Investigations of data from many 1akes have shown that because residual nutrient saits

remain in the sedin}ent after the extemal source ofpelluticm has been controllect eutrophication may

again occur in 1ake.

Simulated calculatiQns were conducted accordmg to the qtiantity and temperature of drwing water in

1995, and the assumption imt one-third to halfofthe sedment was removed.

'lhe results of these calculations indicated that in comparison to the index value of 1995, the yearly

average value ef transparency was incfeased by 13.3 and 23.2 cm (or inereased by 24.9 and 43.4%),

fespectively. The yearly average content value ef chlorophyll-a deereased by l 5.7 and 22.3 Mgh (or

20.5 and 29.2%), respectively. in view of this calculation, the water qualities would benefit more by

removing the sediment than by drEtwing water.

Cenelusions

Tlie dynamic description of nutritive matter circulation of the West Lalce ma<le by this model, was

co,pared to observations detected once a month. with each cSbserved value being an average of 8

samples. Thus the observed data are statistically sound believable. lhere was some (liscrepancy

between the model and the observed data. It may be that the medel was too simple in its description of

the definitiveness of the ecosystem, with some factors not accounted for which may have resulted in

these discrepancies. The calibrated and tested indexes of the model, however, revealed that it
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                   Circulation dynamics model in West Lake ecosystem

refiected the practical changes in the water body quite well, with the trends of the imitated values

being basically the same as those of the observed values.

BecEruse the main fioatir}g rnatter in Qiantang River is saitd, especially in periods of spring tide and

rain, the 1arge quantities of sand influenced the amount of drawing water. Accordmg to a survey,

there are approximately 1 35 days in which the transparency ef Qia!itang Rjver water is high up to 90

cm. Although the Pump Station can offer 300,OOO tons water per year, for several reasons the

highest quantity of actual yearly drawing water is estimated to be between only 2.50 x l07 tons and

3. IO x 1e7 £ons. in this paper, the quantity of drawing water was found to have doubled compared to

that observed in 1 995, which lies in the interval, so we investigate benefit of drawing water by taking

3. Ie x le7 tons as high qumtity ofdrawing water if} one year. From our results, we revealed that the

qumtity indexes of water rose slowly from 1.55 x 107 tonsfyear £o 3.1O x 107 tons/year, dtte to many

factors. From analyses of the model, it was apparent that the main cause of eutrophication may be

sediment, as the content of nutritive salt was very high in the seditnent of the West Lake. In particulaf,

the mineralization of sedimeBt and the release ofnutritive material were the most significant factors

in the change in nurdtive content in the shallow lake. So in order to improve the quality of the water

body and to avoid eutrophication, so as to satisfy the needs ofthe tourist, drawing water is insv firicient.

Other counte!measures must also be carried out. Removing sedirrient is certainly one beneficial way

to improve the water quality. Meanwhile, we should try our best to improve our countemieasures in

force.
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